
 PROJECT

The main impact that ENGINE aspires to achieve is to increase the
global competitiveness and reduce the environmental impact of
European-made metal products by creating a novel, digital, zero-
defect way of manufacturing.

The ENGINE results will improve the manufacturing quality needed
to develop novel marine engines running on new green fuels.

The project will also open a pathway for other manufacturers to
shift towards climate neutrality and circular production.
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OBJECTIVES

Demonstrator production line with scalable control and
defect detection system and rapid feedback

Solution for data management in industrial data-
storage

Demonstrated repair and refurbishment strategy for
marine engine production

4 methodologies, 4 software tools and 3 diagnostic
methods to optimize production and reduce waste and
defects

Training and upskilling materials for manufacturing
plant employees

KEY
EXPECTED
RESULTS

www.theengineproject.eu

MORE INFORMATION

twitter.com/ENGINEProjectEU

linkedin.com/showcase/engineproject

The ENGINE project will develop a first-time-right
metal product design and manufacturing system,
which will be applied on marine engine supply chain.

The overall goal of the ENGINE project is to reduce
the environmental impact and improve
competitiveness of metal product manufacturers by
developing a novel metal product design and
manufacturing system, which integrates life-cycle
analysis and business decisions, reduces defects,
waste, and shrinks product time-to-market.

The ENGINE system will be supported by digital
technologies by creating product and process design
software with workflow demonstrators and
implementation workshops, developing automated
production monitoring methods with AI-based defect
recognition tool to enable rapid feedback,
implementing industrial data-management and data-
sharing between manufacturing sites.

Create and demonstrate a novel metal product
design and manufacturing system
Develop computational modelling toolbox for
product and process design, non-destructive
diagnostic tools for production monitoring, and
data solution for seamless integration of the
whole supply chain
Research methodologies for first-time-right and
zero-defect manufacturing
Investigate life-cycle analysis and life-cycle cost
methods for design and business decisions
Present strategy for employee skills development
Transform innovations into promising business
cases
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The metal product design and manufacturing system that integrates the separate
modules to enable sustainable-by-design product development and first-time-right

and zero-defect manufacturing.

ENGINE system

ENGINE exchange

Data management solution
for industrial data storage,

sharing and seamless,
multiple-location integration
of software and hardware

tools.

ENGINE toolbox

Software suite for
sustainable-by-
design product

development and
first-time-right
manufacturing.

ENGINE production

Production control,
diagnostics, and

monitoring solution
enabling zero-defect

manufacturing.


